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Synopsis

The paper presents the computer aided design

(CAD) method, the program, the design and the experi

mental results of inverse parallel thyristor phase

control circuits. The calculated values agree well

with the measured. The CAD program contains the next

two methods which are inquired carefully by authors,

such as (i) the optimization by SUMT (Sequential

Unconstrained Minimization Technique) method, and

(ti) the combined use of the gradient and the cramp

calculation methods.

1. Introduction

Recently, the ac phase control. circuit by phase retard adjustment

of inverse parallel thyristors has been used in various power control

systems or in a variety of electric circuit configurations such as

series or parallel resonant circuit. Thyristor control circuit with

series RLC elements 1), and wi th series and parallel load 2) have

been already studied. It is pointed out that their circuit behaviors

are apt to become complicated, since the thyristor switching acti~n is

sometimes influenced by LC resonance 3) .

Therefore, the selection of circuit configuration and the decision
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of circuit,constant values must be carried out based on the precise

analysis, because the control characteristics of voltage and current

etc., are affected extremely by a little deviation of circuit constant

values. In such design problems, an electronic computer with excellent

abilities of high-speed calculation and processing large data is very

useful for the correct and suitable circuit design.

The authors have tried to apply the Computer Aided Design (CAD)

method to the thyristor phase control circuit design. And the two

points on the application of-the CAD method are studied:

(i) The design of the thyristor phase control circuits is regarded to

be an optimization problem with constraints, and the optimization is

practiced by SUMT (Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique)

method which uses Newton method in calculation.

(ti) As the Newton method can't be applied to a convexity problem, the

defect is concealed by the combined use of the gradient and the cramp

methods.

In this paper, the CAD software, the design calculation, and the

experimental results of the thyristor phase control circuit are

described. The calculated values agree the experiments, and the use

fulness, of the CAD program is confirmed.

2. Solution of optimization problemS)

In this chapter, the minimized (or optimized) method of mth

variables and the objective function !(x) are described.

2.1 SUMT method

SUMT (Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique) method is

one of the solution method of optimization under given conditions.

This SUMT method is based on the fact that the minimum value of the

new objective function Pk (x, rk) (rk -+- 0), gained from the! (ll:) ,

converges to the limit value of !(x) under the constraints of

o

(j=l,--------,Z)

(j=l, --------, p) •

(1 )

(2)
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Where Pk(~' r k) is

Pk(~' r k ) = f(~) + rk.t [gj(~)]-l + r
k

-
1

/
2 ¥ [hj(~)]2 (3)

J=l . j~1

(k =1, 2, r >r >--- + 0)
1 2

and r k is a positive number called "perturbation parameter".

This optimization problem can be solved by calculating the minimum

value of Pk(x, r k ) with Newton's method to k=l,2,---, in general.

2.2 Newton's method

The Newton's method is a minimizing method of the objective

function P(x), where P(x) is supposed as a convexity function. We put

x as x=(x1 ' x 2 ' xm)t, and expand P(x) into higher power terms

Taylor's series near at x 0' .Ignoring the cubic term and the expanded

P(x) is written as follows;

(4 )

where

grad P(x)

U = (uij)

[
ap

(.) ]ax1

ap
(x)axm

a2 p a2 p

[ a2 p
(.) ] ax-z , aX1,axm1 ,

(5)= ,ax. ax. a2 p , a2p1.- J
ax 1 am ax-zm

If P(x) has minimum value in x=x(l), it is written as follows;

grad P (x (1 ) ) o. (6)

Differentiating Eq. (4), and setting x=x (l), the following equation

is obtained.
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_(1) _1
~ = ~o - U 'grad P(I: O) (7)

Eq. (7) isn't always satisfied with Eq. (6) gained from P(x) approxi

mated as Eq.(4). Therefore, in such a case, the minimization problem
can be solved till it becomes as follows;

grad p{~(n» = 0

repeating next procedure;

(8)

(9)

But, if P(I:) isn't a convexity function in an region, it has not the

minimum value in the region. Where a convexity function must be con

tent as follows;

t
P(~+~~) - P(~) > (~~) 'grad P(x) • (10)

If ~~ is very small and Eq.(4) is valid the condition of the convexity

function is written from Eq. (4) and (10) as follows;

t
(~~ ) U (~X ) > 0 • (11)

As this equation means that U=(uij) is positive, it is necessary

that D. is decided whether plus or not.
1-

'\lu 11
UIiJD. det (12)

1-

u i1 u iZ

(i=l,---, m)

When Newton's method can't be applied, (Di~a), other methods, need to

be used. Actually, it is found that the character of Pk(x, r k) is

improved rather in comparison with only f(~) by the effect of the

terms except f(~), that is, the penalty terms (r
k
E[gj(x)]-l+

_1/2 2
r k E[hj(x)]) in the objective function shown by Eq.(3). The action

of the penalty terms is the next two points.

(i) The constraints are added to the objective function.
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(ii) The form of the objective function is_improved to a convexity

form.

Newton's method (the second-order derivative method) has generally

the merit that it is possible to obtain the solution with a fewer

repeat times in comparison to the gradient method (the first-order

derivative method), but has the defect that it can not be minimized

except the convexity function. The defect is_onvercomed by the

action of the penalty terms and the treatment described in 3.2, so

the SUMT method of Newton's method is used in this CAD program.

3. Design program

Here, the outline of the general analytical program and the

design program made according to chap.2 are described, and the

procedure to gain x(n+l) from x(n) is explained.

3.1 Analytical method

E

Fig.l Circuit's form.

'-----{'\,,)-------'-----'

W

are given.

In the analysis, Mode I is

thyristor conducting period

and Mode ]I is unconducting.

This method uses the state variable method. The analytical

circuit is the inverse parallel thyristor phase control circuits with

RLC element in the series and parallel shown in Fig.l and modified

circuit removed any elements from the circuit shown in Fig.l • And,

therefore the 511 kinds of modified circuits removed any element from

the above circuit can be analyzed. It is the generality which the

circuits of 511 kinds can be analyzed. The program is composed of the

next two parts.
(i) The graphs of the circuits is drawn, and the normal differential

equation; X=AJJe+lBu by means of the state variable, is induced.

(ii) The equation is solved

with Lieu's method, and

the RMS values of voltage,

current and power, the

power factor, the efficiency

and the distortion factor
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The flow-chart is shown in Fig.2. Where, this program is one of the

subroutine in the design program.

calculation~, step 1°.

search the initial value of
the mode:II by the final
value of the mode I.

decision of A, 8
matrix and 1::, u
vector.

ENTRANCE

set the initial values.

is the main current
under the holding 0
current?
(Does the wave mode
change?)

is the angle beyond
the half cycle?

YES

NO

YES

reset the initial value.

is the value of ~ after
the half cycle steady NO
compareing with the
initial value of the
mode I?

i search the

I
'initial
value of
the mode I
by the

1.- --.- --' final value

of mode IT.

calculation the root
mean-square value by
the instantaneous
value.

YES

is main current smaller NO
than holding current?

search the time when
ithe main current
changes into the
holding current.

Fig.2 General flow-chart for analytical program.
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3.2 Improvement of convergent calculation

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, if Pk{~' r k ) is not convex, Newton's

method can be not used. Accordingly, the convergent calcualtion

method is improved with the following treatment.

(i) The maximum and minimum of the paremeter x. are decided with the
1-

use of the gradient of Pk to xi,oPk/axi • This method is based on

the fact that the maximum (xhgi) and the minimum (xl-wi) are
obtained from that the sign of aPk/ox. (~{n) ) xOPk/ox. (~{n+l»

- 1- 1-{)
is negative when the minimum of P

k
is hold between xi nand

x.(n+l). The flow-chart is shown in Fig.3.
1-

(li) When D. shown in Eq.(12) is not positive, the next operation is
1-

carried out in order to apply Newton's method.

(a) When the maximum and the minimum described in (i) have been

already decided, x.{n+l) is searched with the cramp method.
1-

(b) When the maximum and the minimum is not decided, xi{n+l) is

obtained with the gradient aPk/oxi and a2Pk/ox i
2• This is based

that supposing of x.>O, the solution is smaller than x. (n) in
1- (n) 1-

dPk/dX.>O and bigger than x. in OPk/dX.<O.
1- 1- 1-

When o2Pk/oxi2~O, the varying ratio of xi is programed to enlarge so

that Pk is not convexity about xi. The flow-chart is shown in Fig.4.

>

a,b;CONST.
a>l b>l

change the
maximum and the
minimum of xi

decision the
maximum and the
minimum 0 f xi

Sgi ~ (lC(n-l)) ~ (x(n))

>

Fig.3 Decision of maximum Fig.4 Operation when Newton's

and minimum. method can not be applicated.
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In Fig.3 and 4, ICHi=l shows the decision of the maximum and the

minimum and ICHifl shows not.

3.3 Numerical differentiation

The differential coefficient 3P
k
/3x., 32Pk/3x.3~. is required

'Z. 'Z. J
in optimizing. In CAD Pk(lC, 1'k) is not always a integral function

and whether the derivative is gained or not is not made clear. So,

the difference equation is used. About 3P
k
/3x i , 32P

k
/3x i

2 the next

approximate equation well known is used.

(13)

In the both equations, the error is the order of (AX.)2, 32P
k
/3x.3x.

'Z. 'Z. J
(ifj) is gained as follows. setting Cpd as Eq. (15),

Cpd = (n) X.(n)+AX.,---, x.(n)+t>x.,---, x·(n»
Pk (xl' ---, 'Z. 'Z. J J m

+ Pk(x l
(n) --- (n) -t>x •., ---, x.

(n)
-t>x . , ---, x (n», , X.

'Z. 'Z. J J m

Pk(x l
(n) (n) (n)

-t>x • , ---, x (n»- , --- , x. +t>x.,---, x.
J 'Z. J J m

Pk (xl
(n) (n)

-Ax., ---,
(ri) x (n»- , --- , x. x. +t>x .,---,

'Z. 'Z. J J m

(15 )

Cpd is expanded up to the third order terms, as Ax=max{lt>x.!, It>x.I}.
'Z. J

Cpd 4 (16)
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U= (u •• )
'tJ

(i }---~_....L----::-t
get
the

k=k+l
l"k=l"k_l/l5

n=l
(1) (n+1)

z: =i£

YES

print
the results.

YES

ii
decision £(n+l)
(the gradient
and the cramp
methods)

s: (n+1) =s: (n)
_ 1

-u ·grad P
(the Newtonl~
method)

Fig.5 General flow-chart for design program.
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Where O(~X4) is the error of ~X4 order. And ~x. is as follows
'Z-

~x. = 1:.c.1 /1000
'Z- 'Z-

(17)

Though x. is the value of the parameter, each x .. can be changed to
'Z- 'Z-

the same order with a suitable transformation. Then, ~x.-~x., and
'Z-= J

from Eg. (16)

ax. ax.
'Z- J

=
Cpd

4~x .~x.
'Z- J

(18 )

is gained. The error is about the order of ~X2. The flow-chart of the

design program by means of the above-mentioned methods is shown in

Fig.5. This design program can be applied to the circuit forms which

any element are omitted from the circuit shown in Fig.1. The input

data are as follows;

(i) The information which is needed in drawing the graphs of the

circuit.

(ii) The initial values of the parameters.

4. Design values and experiment results of trial circuit

The formulation of the objective function when the above design

program is used, is described in this chapter. And the calculated

values are compared with the experimental values and the circuits

obtained from the design is discussed.

4.1 Formulation of objective function and design va1ues
6

)

As an example of the design, the CAD of the circuit in Fig.6 is

executed satisfying the specification shown in Table 1. This circuit

is the figure that C
l

, R
2

, £2 and C3 are omitted in Fig.1 and, R3 and

L
3

are loads, L~ and C2 are filters. Where the phase control angle ~,

£1 and C
2

are parameters of optimization, and R
l

is constant 3n.
The constraints are given as follows;

Load power R£:

(19 )
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gl = 300-- PL > a (20)

g2 P - 200 > a (21 )L

RMS value E
L

of load volt:

h2 = E - 100 a (22)L

go 120 - EL > a ( 23)

g4 EL - 70 2:. a (24 )

output power PL (W) 265

output voltage (r .m. s) EL (V) 100

power factor P. F. (%) over 85

efficiency n (% ) over 80

distortion factor D. F. less 1.0

~
k=2

k=1

1d

j
' ~

1& ----r,---,-,
o 5 10

repeat number

Fig.7 Convergence trace

of Pk (x, l' k) •

Table 1 Specifications.

Values of KhJ. and K .•
gJ

Kh1 0.005

Khz 0.03
Kg, 400

Kgz 300

Kg3 60
Kg4 50
Kgs 100

Kgs 100

Kg7 4

Kga 250
Kgg 750

KglQ 500
Kg,1 500

K9Jz 400

K913 400

Table 2

Rl L,

3n

20.0. R3

SCR2 C2 L3 EL-

SCR, 50mH

E 100V
rv

60Hz

Fig.6 Design circuit.
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Load power factor R..
(W)

{l5 = P.F. - 85 > 0 (25 ) 300
=

EL
Efficiency (V)

100 _._----.-~--
~ k=3

{l6 = TJ - 80 > 0 (26) 250 k=2
=

95

Distortion factor D. F. :
90

..--e
k=l

{l7 = 1.0 - D.F. > 0 ( 27) 200 -o-R.=
85 --+-- Et.

ElementsL1 , C2: --- specification

r oT I I

L1 0
0 5 10

{l8 = > (28 )= repeat number

{l9 200 - L1 > 0 (29 )=
Fig.8 Convergence trace of

{l10 C2 > 0 (30 ) and EL •= PL

(l11 200 - C2 > 0 (31)
=

Where the unit of L
1

, C
2

is mH and ~F respectively.

Phase control angle a(deg):

180 - a ~ 0 (32)

(33 )

(34)

Where a(deg) is the displacement angle of the load.

If these constraints is straightly substituted to Eq.(3), the

effects of each equation to the objective function are different.

So introduction of the weight constants Kh , and K , is need. The
t- (It-

objective function as Eq.(34) is induced with the modification of

Eq.(3). The va1~es of Khi and K{li is shown in Table 2.

_1/2 2 . 13 . _1
Pk(~' P k ) = P k E Kh,{hj(~)}2 + P k E K .{{lj(~)}

j=l J j=l (lJ

Where there is no term corresponding to f(x) of Eq. (3), because

a=48 (deg) as the initial value, L
1

=19(mH), C2=69(~F) and P
1

=5 are

introduced. The convergence trace to the repeat times of Pk(~' P k ),
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PL and EL are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.S. The employed digital computer

was ACOS700 of the Okayama University Computer Center, and the used

CPU time was about 6 minites.

4.2 Experiment results of trial circuit

13

The experimental values

are shown in Table 3, com

pared with the design values

and characteristics calcu

lated. It is clear that the

design values agree approxi

mately with the experimental

values. Though the experimen

tal value of the distortion

factor is not measured, the

distortion factor seems also

agree, because the fact the

instantanous values of

voltage and current

is confirmed by the

analytical program

here.

5. Conclusions

agree,

general
4) used

Table 3 Comparison of design

values with experimental valu~s.

design experimental
values values

R1 (n) 3.0 3.0

R3 (n) 20.0 20.0

L1 (mH) 16.6 16.2

L3 (mH) 50.0 50.0

Cz (\IF) 103.7 103.8

a (deg) 17.0 17.0

PL (W) 264.8 260.4

EL (V) 100.3 99.7

P.F. (i) 93.4 93.8

n (i) 89.9 90.1

D.F. 0.318 --

The CAD of inverse parallel thyristor phase control circuits and

the experimental results are described. The good agreement between

the design values and the experimental values is confirmed. This

result suggests that the CAD method is useful to the thyristor phase

control circuit with resonance elements.
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